
FULL SWING SHORT GAME PUTTING

FROM TEE TO GREEN
THE FULL STORY: CLUB & BALL • DATA AND VIDEO SYNCED • PRACTICE ANYWHERE • NO MARKERS 



SETUP & DEFINITIONS



SETUP OF TRACKMAN
BEST PRACTICE FOR PUTTING

Radar to ball distance 8-10 feet

Target distance 10 – 30 feet

For optimal tracking, make sure the radar stands at the 
same height as the ball is hit from

Radar to ball
8-10 feet

Right-
handed

Left
handed



DEFINITIONS
BALL DATA (PART 1)

Launch direction
The angle the ball starts right or left in relation to the target line

Distance
The total distance in a straight line from the starting point

Track Distance
The tracked distance by the TrackMan, in a straight line from the starting 
point

Side 
The total side distance from the target at the time the ball reaches entry 
speed*

Break
The total side movement from the ball’s launch direction, at the time the 
ball reaches entry speed*

Launch
Direction

Target
Line

Break
Side

Distance

* Entry Speed
When the ball’s speed equals 0.75 m/s (1.68 mph).
- Represents a relative hole size of 75% and the ball will roll 1 feet past at Stimp 8 or 2 feet past at Stimp 14



DEFINITIONS
BALL DATA (PART 2)

Ball speed 
Initial ball speed immediately after separation from the putter face

Roll speed
Speed at the point where the ball starts to roll**

Speed drop 
The percentage drop in speed from Ball Speed to Roll Speed

Skid distance 
The distance the ball is bouncing/sliding until it starts to roll

Roll %
The amount of roll on the total putt distance.

Effective Stimp
The effective stimp for the individual putt, based on the average roll 
deceleration during the roll phase.

Speed

Distance

** Roll
When the ball’s peripheral speed equals the velocity of the ball



DEFINITIONS
CLUB DATA (PART 1)

Club Speed
The speed the club head is traveling immediately prior to impact

Stroke Length
The distance the club head is pulled back from the ball in the 
backswing

Backswing Time
The time the club head is traveling away from the ball

Forward Swing Time
The time the club head is traveling towards the ball until impact

Tempo
The Backswing time divided by the Forward swing time

Dynamic Lie
The angle of the shaft relative to the waterline at impact

Club data part 2 is work-in-progress



PUTTING PERFORMANCE

GREEN READING
EFFECTIVE STIMP, SLOPE, STRATEGY

THE THREE KEYS TO SUCCESS

DISTANCE
INTENDED SPEED, ROLL

LAUNCH DIRECTION
INTENDED START LINE



SPEED CHANGES 
EVERYTHING
PACE DETERMINES LINE

SkySports

How can “the line” exist if we don’t 
have the correct pace?

The slope and speed of the green have a dramatic 
effect on what ball speed is needed. 

The amount of break depends on the speed.

When you think about it, most putting training aids 
or gadgets focus almost entirely on the stroke and 
start of the putt.

Gary Nicol, Coaching Director, TPEGS, Archerfield




